




where the Sun smiles upon you…

Yes, a home is the roof over your head, that shelters you and your 
family.
A place that houses all the comforts that you gather for your 
loved ones.

Now imagine if this home, could house some real goodness from 
the Sun too… come home to Disha Pursuit of Sunshine.

Here every home catches the real rays of the Sun, with balconies 
that aren’t mere peek-out openings in the wall. They are 
extensive 8 feet by 12 feet invitations, for every member of the 
family to bask in the Sun’s glory and rediscover the real joy of 
sunlight.

Disha Pursuit of Sunshine is a step closer to the Sun, and all that 
it has to offer for a better, healthier way of living.

Let’s bring home some sun. Let the Sun shine… on you.
Come home.
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where the Sun welcomes you in…

The surya stambh that stands tall at 

our entryway to guide you into the 

mindful living spaces at Disha Pursuit of 

Sunshine, symbolises our earnest 

pursuits inspired by the all-prevailing 

Sun aka the Surya.

It is a landmark reminder of how the rays 

of the Sun, shines over us from dawn to 

dusk, enriching us, nourishing us, and 

strengthening us to our very bones. It is 

the Sun that heralds a new day each 

morning, as it rises over the horizon, and 

drapes us in shade at dusk, as it recedes 

back into the skyline. The Sun is the 

epicentre of our universe and governs 

the vital lifeforce in every life form.

The surya stambh at Disha Pursuit of 

Sunshine is our ode to the Sun.
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where every step, is a step closer to the Sun’s 
bounty…

Salutations to the Sun

the life giver

the creator

the harbinger of light,

Salutations to the one

who annihilates the darkness,

and reigns over all that breathes life.

In Hindu mythology, the Sun is known by twelve 

names: Mitra, Ravi, Surya, Bhanu, Kha, Pusha, 

Hiranyagarbha, Marichin, Aditya, Savitr, Arka and 

Bhaskara. The tradition and practice of Yoga has 

dedicated twelve postures for each of these forms, 

that cumulatively becomes the Suryanamaskar. Each 

set of the Suryanamaskar has 12 asanas, and these 

are traditionally done in cycles of 12. So, when one 

completes one full cycle of the Suryanamaskar, one 

has done 288 asanas in about 20 minutes. This 

salutation to the Sun God is also your time in the Sun 

for all the right health reasons.

Here at Disha Pursuit of Sunshine you can bow down 

to the Sun from anywhere you please. From your own 

sundeck at home, or at any of the outdoor arenas. 

Any reason and form of exercise or outdoor 

experience with the Sun for company means better 

health for your body and mind. From sunbathing to 

simple daylight strolls, when you pick your time 

under the Sun you are choosing a better quality of 

life. As also choosing a fun wholesome one.
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Across world cultures, over the centuries, through the 

evolution of humankind, the Sun has been worshipped in 

many names. It has been recognised as the symbol of vision, 

clarity, and perspective in Greek mythology in the form of 

God Zeus. Among the Celts, Germans, Japanese, Native 

Americans and African communities, the Sun symbolises the 

female power. In ancient China, the Sun espoused the male 

power and dominance as the one and only Yang. The ancient 

Egyptians worshipped the Sun God as Ra. In Hinduism the 

Sun is extolled as Adi-bhuta, the first being, the highest God 

Brahman, the light of all souls, the brightest of all gods.

As you take a stroll around the vrihat smarat yantra at 

the Disha Pursuit of Sunshine you will chance upon one of the 

many marvels of the Sun. While the oldest known sundial 

was made in Egypt in 1500 BC, which was essentially a 

shadow clock made from green schist, the world’s largest 

working stone sundial, and India’s first-ever is at the Jaipur 

observatory in Rajasthan. This was built by the Rajput king 

Sawai Jai Singh II, who was also the founder of Jaipur. 
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The Sun in Indian mythology symbolises light, wisdom, truth, 

knowledge, intelligence, wakeful consciousness, existence, 

continuity, immortality, stability, divinity, purity, the quality of 

sattva, gold, mental brilliance, the eye, witness, fire, and the 

highest heaven: the parandhama.

Like the Sun embodies numerous qualities, the pada 
abhyangam at Disha Pursuit of Sunshine lends itself to 

numerous forms of application. For the curious stroller 

wanting to explore a novel treat for the feet, it’s a relaxing 

barefoot walk to drink in the Sun. For the ones wanting their 

essential natural dose of Vitamin D it’s a bonus foot massage. 

For tired feet that have worked too much, it is a mindfully laid 

out smooth stone pathway to exert just the right amount of 

pressure on the under feet to help it relax.

Our pada abhyangam is inspired by the theory that 

areas under the foot correspond to certain organs and 

systems of the body. The right amount of pressure applied at 

the right point, brings relaxation and healing to the 

corresponding area of the body. Though, if a sun-lit happy foot 

massage is the only goal, then this is just the place for it.
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The vatika at Disha Pursuit of Sunshine is a 

place to ponder over the Sun’s munificence 

and absorb its life-governing essence in all its 

forms, right through the day and well into the 

dusk. While every tree offers us its shade, the 

tree itself needs to be in the Sun to bloom to 

its full glory. Sitting under the cover of a 

generously branched tree as the Sun shines 

brightly overhead is a joy that can only be 

experienced and not described in words. 



While the world of faith and mythology has 

celebrated every aspect of the Sun since the 

advent of humanity, the deeply analytical 

minds in bioscience have been unravelling 

the vital significance of the Sun in human 

physiology and the world we inhabit. 

Whether it is to heat our oceans, stir our air, 

create our weather patterns, or provide 

energy to the plants, it is the Sun that 

sustains life on earth.

Even as the Sun heats up the body and 

makes it break into a sweat, the ultimate 

result is still cooling of the body as the act of 

sweating opens up the skin. The vyayam- 
idam at Disha Pursuit of Sunshine is where 

this particular experience is best lived. This 

open-to-sky physical activity arena is fit-out 

with all that’s needed for a robust work-out 

session under the Sun’s watch.
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There’s more:

The Beach Volleyball Court at Disha 

Pursuit of Sunshine is yet another way 

to say, ‘I love the Sun!’ It may not be by 

any seashore, but all the gusto and 

revelry of a hands-on game of 

volleyball on the sands can be had 

here.

The Futsal Court is a well-planned 

indoor football hard court for a fun 

catch-up with friends and 

neighbours. This five a side game 

allows for each team to use an 

unlimited number of substitutes. So 

while it gives you all the fun of a 

hearty game of football, it also makes 

room for any number of your buddies 

to play on your side of the court. 

Never a dull moment here as you 

sweat it out with your team and 

activate those happy hormones. 





We are at an age when working from 

home has become a norm. While a 

few corners of the home have been 

remodelled to accommodate a 

workspace, the Business Centre at 

Disha Pursuit of Sunshine allows you 

the comforts of a sleek, wi-fi enabled 

workspace right outside your living 

space. Even as your home stays 

within earshot, this exclusive 

business centre cuts out the familial 

hubbub on days that you need your 

peace and calm. 
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Who says chess is a mind game reserved for the indoors? 

At Disha Pursuit of Sunshine Checkmate is a giant-size 

outdoor game board for people of all sizes to dabble 

with. Age no bar! And while you switch places with the 

king, queen and their horses, the Sun overhead plays his 

own game of shadow and light with you.



The Senior’s Kinder Garden is a mindfully 

created outdoor space for those who have 

spent a lifetime building a life for you. It is 

a space that beckons and starts 

conversations among like-minded 

individuals. It’s a rich ground for 

experiences to be shared, for the 

changing world to be analysed, for home 

remedies to be concocted, or for just 

about any activity under the Sun that 

pleases  the souls of our seniors.

We understand that your furry four-footed 

friend is just as fond of being out in the open 

as you. The Paw Park among our flower 

gardens and greens, is where your canines 

and felines can best soak in their share of Sun 

at leisure. This is their space to stroll, make 

new friends, greet old ones, and run in as 

many circles as they wish.



ALL AMENITIES AT A GLANCE: 

Flower Garden I Gazebo I Outdoor Party Space I 

Indoor Party Hall I Spa I Clubhouse I Badminton 

Courts I Gym I Swimming Pool I Amphitheatre I 

Kids Play Area I Visitor’s Parking
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MASTER PLAN
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PROJECT SPECIFICATIONS
 

STRUCTURE

• RCC framed structure designed as per Seismic Zone II requirements

 

SUPER STRUCTURE: Framed structure

• Internal Walls: 100mm / 4&quot; inch solid cement concrete / Porotherm blocks

• External Walls: 150mm / 6&quot; inch Solid cement concrete / Porotherm blocks

• Roof slab: Reinforced cement concrete

• Waterproof: Waterproofing in Terrace, Toilets, Balcony, and Utility with CC screed

• Car parking: Covered Car parking

 

RAILING

• Staircase: MS handrail

• Balcony: MS railing

 

PLASTERING

• All internal walls are smoothly plastered (or) Gypsum finishing

• All external walls are textured plaster finish

 

PAINTING

• Interior walls with emulsion and wall care finishing

• External walls in exterior emulsion paints

 

FLOORING

• Vitrified tiles of well reputed brand for the living, dining, kitchen, and bedrooms

• Wooden Floor finishing for Master Bedroom

• Anti-Skid Ceramic tiles of well reputed brand for the Balcony, Utility and Toilets

• 4&quot; inch Skirting to all rooms

• Anti-Skid vitrified tiles in common area

 

TOILET

• Wall Dado Tiles: Ceramic glazed tiles dado up to 7 feet height

• Fittings and Accessories: international branded sanitary ware in all toilets

• Hot and Cold mixer unit, Shower &amp; other bathroom fitting of Grohe, Vitra or 

equal make

• Provision of points for geyser and exhaust fan

• Large size of toilet ventilators made of UPVC

 

KITCHEN

• Provision for water purifier point in kitchen

• Provision for washing machine in utility area

• Provision for refrigerator, microwave/oven, mixer, and modular chimney

• Provision for sink tap (Water inlet/ outlet)

• Provision for exhaust fan

• UPVC window’s covering in Utility Parapet wall

 

LIFT

• Passenger lift =10 Passengers

• Service Lift = 13 Passengers lift, Make: Well reputed Brand

 

DOORS AND WINDOWS

• Engineered Hardwood door frame for main door with Polished shutters

• All bedroom doors with well-Engineered hardwood frames and flush shutters

• Polished or laminated

• All toilet doors with well-Engineered hardwood frames and flush shutters Polished 

or laminated

• French doors, windows UPVC with clear glass

• Terrace doors are fire rated

 

ELECTRICAL

• TV point in the living room.

• Fire resistant electrical wires of Polycab / LAPP(FRLS/FRLSH) or equivalent make

• Elegant modular electrical switches of schneider or equivalent make

• For safety (RCCB - Residual current circuit Breaker) / Earth Leakage Circuit Breaker

• One Miniature Circuit Breaker (MCB) based main distribution box for each flat.

• A/C sockets in all bedrooms

• Wi Fi point provision – Living/Dinning

• MDU (Multi Dwellings Units): Airtel, TATA SKY, JIO or equivalent for Dish

• Connection (Maximum of 3)

 

SECURITY SYSTEMS

• Compound wall around the apartment complex

• 24/7 security

• CCTV camera at entry/exit and other vantage points.POWER / BACKUP 

GENERATOR BESCOM - POWER

• Standby generator for lights in common areas, lifts, and pumps

• DG Back up for each apartment up to 1 KVA for lighting circuit’s

 

WATER

• 24 Hours uninterrupted water supply with sufficient source of bore well and 

corporation (on availability) water supply system

• Synchronized with standard automatic system for Pump & amp, Motors

• Rainwater harvesting system to recharge the water table

• STP (Sewage Treatment Plant)

• WTP (Water Treatment Plant)

Disclaimer: The Promoter reserves the right to make changes in the elevation, plans 
&amp; specification as deemed fit in the interest of quality and timely delivery and 
within permissible deviation of the BBMP approved plan.



BLOCK A
TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN where every step, is a step closer to the Sun’s 

bounty…

Salutations to the Sun

the life giver

the creator

the harbinger of light,

Salutations to the one

who annihilates the darkness,

and reigns over all that breathes life.

In Hindu mythology, the Sun is known by twelve 

names: Mitra, Ravi, Surya, Bhanu, Kha, Pusha, 

Hiranyagarbha, Marichin, Aditya, Savitr, Arka and 

Bhaskara. The tradition and practice of Yoga has 

dedicated twelve postures for each of these forms, 

that cumulatively becomes the Suryanamaskar. Each 

set of the Suryanamaskar has 12 asanas, and these 

are traditionally done in cycles of 12. So, when one 

completes one full cycle of the Suryanamaskar, one 

has done 288 asanas in about 20 minutes. This 

salutation to the Sun God is also your time in the Sun 

for all the right health reasons.

Here at Disha Pursuit of Sunshine you can bow down 

to the Sun from anywhere you please. From your own 

sundeck at home, or at any of the outdoor arenas. 

Any reason and form of exercise or outdoor 

experience with the Sun for company means better 

health for your body and mind. From sunbathing to 

simple daylight strolls, when you pick your time 

under the Sun you are choosing a better quality of 

life. As also choosing a fun wholesome one.

BLOCK A
TYPICAL FLOOR PLAN
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Disha Habitat Ventures

4 communities created

800+ happy families

12,000+ walk-ins

14,00,000+ square feet delivered

32,00,000+ square feet in the making

We have been in the business since 2014. Operating largely in East 

Bengaluru. Built four properties that were fully sold out without any 

concentrated brand marketing. Our home buyers have been our brand 

ambassadors thus far. Our build quality and mindfulness has been our 

biggest USP. We have a resident community of 1000 plus members, 

which grows with each new project.

Our homes are mindful living spaces that are priced mindfully too. Our 

studio homes are as mindfully created as our independent villas. We 

understand what a huge deal it is to invest oneself in a home of your own.

Our homes are truly where our hearts are.

come home to Disha Habitat



Gunaranjan J

Founder I Director

Knowing Gunaranjan is as good as opening yourself to 
an education in the right manner of investing in a home. 
With every interaction, one goes back as knowledgeable 
as him or any engineer, architect, site supervisor, legal 
advisor, electrician, plumber, or any professional who is 
best equipped to deal with any matter that involves the 
creation of a home.

Gunaranjan is relentless in creating a better-informed 
world of home buyers. He is so passionately involved 
with the smallest details of every Disha Habitat project, 
that the involvement is contagious. Apart from being an 
all-heart real estate developer, Gunaranjan is also a 
thoroughbred practising horticulturist. Every Disha 
Habitat venture has elements of this passion. Before 
answering to his true calling of creating mindful homes, 
Gunaranjan was a practising software professional 
involved in ERP, SAP, Data Warehousing, Project 
Management, while consulting for global businesses in 
the USA.

K Raja Sekhar

Founder I Director 

For most of us ‘precision’ is a term that is probably 
academic and dry even. In Rajashekar’s world it is an act 
as natural as breathing. When he speaks plainly of 
structural intricacies while creating mindful living 
spaces, one is able to set aside the haze of complexities 
that one is accustomed to and come around to 
appreciating the simple math of it. This ability comes 
from his first-hand experience with structural planning, 
which was entirely about unlearning everything he 
knew. Then having to relearn every aspect of it through 
rigorous self-instruction. This is the story behind his 
journey towards building honest and intricately 
thought-through living spaces. Infusing it with total 
dedication and deliberation.

From a time when he was providing mobile tower 
infrastructure services to telecom giants like Airtel, 
Vodafone, Idea, Reliance, and taking on total turn-key 
projects like civil, electrical, tower erecting, DG 
commissioning, to his long association with HCL 
Technologies; Rajasekhar has come a long way from his 
humble home. Every brick laid down at a Disha Habitat 
living space, now speaks for the same brand of humility 
and perseverance.
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OUR LIVED-IN HOMES

DISHA WINDSOR GARDENS 
Project Size: 1.25 Acres
Number of Homes: 92 
Built-up Area: 1,97,054 sq ft 
Start Date: January 2014
Completion Date (As per OC): December 2015
Number of Months (start to finish): 23
Handover Date: September 2015

DISHA PARK WEST 
Project Size: 1.5 Acres

Number of Homes: 118
Built up Area: 2,55,938 sq ft

Start Date: January 2016
Completion Date (As per OC): October 2018

Number of Months (start to finish): 32
Handover Date: July 2018



DISHA COURTYARD
Project Size: 3.6 Acres

Number of Homes: 264
Built up Area: 3,88,492 sq ft
Start Date: December 2018

Completion Date (As per OC): July 2021
Number of Months (start to finish): 31

Handover Date: April 2021

DISHA CENTRAL PARK
Project Size: 3.5 Acres
Number of Homes: 306
Built up Area: 5,60,000 sq ft
Start Date: April 2015
Completion Date (As per OC): October 2018
Number of Months (start to finish): 41
Handover Date: July 2018



‘Sweet home is built with love and dreams.’

Praveena & Sairam

'Owning our own home has been a long-time dream for 
us. Now we are so proud that we have our own space 
where we can have our own rules.’

Jitendar Kumar
                       
‘Home is a place where you forget all your worries and 
live stress free.’

Hrishabh Kumar & Sonachhi Bajpai
 
‘What a home means to me is much more than a 
physical location… it is a place where we can truly just be 
ourselves.’

Jaya Prakash



PROJECT RERA ID : PRM/KA/RERA/1251/446/PR/190123/002296.



To know more about us and Disha Pursuit of Sunshine

do come over, write to us, or call us.

Corporate Office: Disha Habitat Ventures Pvt. Ltd.,

Whitefield Main Road, Bengaluru – 560066.

Email: info@dishahabitat.com  I Phone: 9505 333333 

Website: dishahabitat.com


